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NOTE

Exact Solution to the Linearized Poisson–Boltzmann Equation for Spheroidal Surfaces

Laplace operator, C denotes the electrostatic potential, e is the dielectric
constant, k and kB are the reciprocal Debye length and the BoltzmannThe Poisson–Boltzmann equation governing the electrostatic
constant, respectively, T is the absolute temperature, and e and I are, respec-potential distribution around charged spheroidal surfaces im-
tively, the elementary charge and the ionic strength. In spheroidal coordi-mersed in an electrolyte solution is derived. We show that if the
nates (6) , [1] can be written assurface potential is low, the linearized Poisson–Boltzmann equa-

tion can be solved exactly. Both constant surface potential and
constant amount of surface charges are considered, the latter in- Ì

Ìh F(1 0 h 2)
Ìy

ÌhG / Ì
Ìj F(j 2 0 j)

Ìy

ÌjG 0 c 2(j 2 0 jh 2)y Å 0, [2]
cludes conductive and nonconductive surfaces. The results of nu-
merical simulation reveal that for a spheroidal surface of constant
potential the distance between the equal-potential surface to the

where j Å 1 for a polate spheroid, j Å 01 for an oblate spheroid, and c Å
charged surface is inversely proportional to the curvature of the ka . Here, j and h are the radial and the angle coordinates, respectively,
latter. In other words, the thickness of the double layer is position (1 / j) /2 £ j õ ` and 01 £ h £ 1, and a is the distance between the
dependent. For a nonconductive surface, the surface potential is focus and the center of a particle. The oblate coordinates can be transformed
inversely proportional to the curvature, and for a conductive sur- into the prolate coordinates by letting j Å {ij, c Å |ic , and i Å

√
01.

face, the charge density is proportional to the curvature of the Assuming that y Å R(j)S(h) , [2] leads to
surface. The present analysis is appropriate for a relatively thick
double layer and/or a small focus. q 1996 Academic Press, Inc. Ì

Ìh F(1 0 h 2)
ÌSn

Ìh G / (ln / jc 2h 2)Sn Å 0 [3a]

The distribution of electrostatic potential around a charged surface im-
mersed in an electrolyte solution is governed by the Poisson–Boltzmann

Ì
Ìj F(1 0 jj 2)

ÌRn

Ìj G / j(ln / c 2j 2)Rn Å 0, [3b]
equation (PBE). For a spheroidal surface, the solution to PBE involves the
spheroidal wave functions. Although these functions have been investigated
extensively (1, 2) , their applications in colloidal science are still very

where ln , nÅ 0, 1, . . . , are the eigenvalues, and Sn and Rn are the associatedlimited. Fair and Anderson (3) and Feng and Wu (4) examined the electro-
eigenfunctions.phoretic behavior of an ellipsoidal particle. The analyses were based on the

If c 2 is small, we can expand Sn and ln asassumption that an electrical double layer is thin, and the electrostatic
potential distribution can be approximated by that of a planar surface. The
spheroidal wave functions were used by Yoon and Kim (5) to analyze the Sn Å ∑

`

rÅ0

Sn ,r( jc 2) r [4]
electrophoretic behavior of spheroidal particles. Their solution is adequate
for the case in which the thickness of a double layer is comparable to the

ln Å ∑
`

rÅ0

ln ,r( jc 2) r . [5]particle size. The eigenvalues and the coefficients in the expression for the
electrical potential distribution needed to be evaluated through finding the
roots of a transcendental equation. The numerical procedure is time-con-

Since as c r 0 [3a] reduces to the Legendre equation, both [4] and [5]suming and needs to be conducted for each value of c , the product of the
imply that Sn ,0 Å Pn and ln ,0 Å n(n / 1). For spheroidal surfaces, 01 £Debye length and the focus of a particle.
h £ 1. Substituting [4] and [5] into [3a] yields the recursive equationIn the present study, an attempt is made to recover the analytical solution

of the PBE at a low electrical potential for a charged spheroidal surface.
A spheroidal wave function expansion different from that adopted by Yoon Ì

Ìh F(1 0 h 2)
ÌSn ,r

Ìh G / h 2Sn ,r01 / ∑
r

pÅ0

ln ,pSn ,r0p Å 0, r § 1, [6]and Kim (5) is chosen to improve its computing efficiency. The effect of
surface conditions on the electrical potential distribution is discussed. Both
constant surface potential and constant amount of surface charges are con-
sidered, the latter includes conductive and nonconductive surfaces. The where Pn is the Legendre polynomial of first kind of order n . Suppose that
Helmholtz free energy of the system under consideration is also derived. Sn ,r can be expanded as

The electrostatic potential distribution for a charged surface immersed
in an electrolyte solution is described by the Poisson–Boltzmann equation.

Sn ,r Å ∑
`

sÅ0,1

an ,r,sPs , [7]If the potential is low, it can be approximated by

Ç
2y Å k 2y , [1]

where s is even if n is even and odd if n is odd. The Legendre polynomial
satisfies the relationwhere y Å eC /kBT , and k 2 Å 8pe 2I /ekBT . In these expressions, Ç2 is the
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786 NOTE

For a surface of constant potential the boundary condition associated
hPs(h) Å s / 1

2s / 1
Ps/1(h) / s

2s / 1
Ps01(h) . [8] with [2] is

y Å ys at j Å js . [14]Substituting [7] and [8] into [6] gives

ln ,r Å 0[a(n)an ,r01,n/2 / b(n)an ,r01,n / g(n)an ,r01,n02] [9a] Solving [2] subject to this expression yields

an ,r,s Å
1

s(s / 1) 0 ln ,0 y Å ∑
`

mÅ0

ysA2m

R2m(c , j)
R2m(c , js)

S2m(c , h) , [15]

{a(s)an ,r01,s/2 / b(s)an ,r01,s / g(s)an ,r01,s02 / ∑
r

pÅ1

ln ,pan ,r0p,s},

where
s x n [9b]

an ,r,s Å 0 s Å n . [9c] A2m Å ∑
`

rÅ0

a2m ,r,0c 2r / ∑
`

wÅ0

[( ∑
`

rÅ0

a2m ,r,2wc 2r)2 / (4w / 1)] . [15a]

In these expressions, a(s) Å (s / 2)(s / 1)/(2s / 5)/(2s / 3), b(s) Å
Suppose that a certain amount of fixed charges are distributed uniformly(2s 2 / 2s 0 1)/(2s 0 1)/(2s / 3), and g(s) Å s(s 0 1)/(2s 0 3)/(2s

over a nonconductive surface. In this case, the boundary condition at the0 1). Note that both ln ,r and Sn ,r have a finite number of terms.
surface isAccording to (1, 7) , the radial functions can be defined as

Rn(j) Å p
2 *

`

1

exp(0cjh)Sn(h)dh. [10] nrrÇ
r

y Å 0 4pes

ekBT
, [16]

Based on the property of the Legendre function, we have where nr denotes the unit outer-normal vector of the surface and Ç
r

and s
are, respectively, the gradient operator and the surface charge density. The
solution of [2] subject to [16] is*

`

1

exp(0xy)Pn(x)dx Å 2
p

Kn(y) , [11]

y Å ∑
`

mÅ0

s *B2m
R2m(c , j)

R *2m(c , js)
S2m(c , h) , [17]where Kn is the modified spherical Bessel function of the third kind of order

n (8) , which can be expressed as

where

Kn(x) Å
√
p

2x
kn/1/2 (x) . [11a]

B2m Å 0*
1

0

h *s S2m(c , h)dh / ∑
`

wÅ0

(( ∑
`

rÅ0

a2m ,r,2wc 2r)2 / (4w / 1) [17a]

In this expression, kn(x) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind.
Substituting [11] into [10], the radial function becomes

s * Å 4pesa

ekBT
[17b]

Rn(c , j) Å ∑
`

rÅ0

∑
`

sÅ0,1

an ,r,s( jc 2) rKn(cj) . [12]
h*s Å

√
j 2

s 0 jh 2

j 2
s 0 j

. [17c]

If the argument is small, [12] is inappropriate. In this case, Aoi (7) suggests
using For a conductive surface, since charges are allowed to migrate, an equilib-

rium distribution will be achieved. The charges are distributed such that the
potential is the same at each point on the surface. The boundary condition at

R2m(c , j)Å ∑
`

pÅ0

n2pKpF c

2
(j/

√
j 20 j )GIpF jc

2
(j0

√
j 20 j )G , [13] the surface can be written as

nrrÇ
r

y Å 0 4pes(h)
ekBT

. [18]where Ip is the modified spherical Bessel function of the first kind of order
p , and

The solution of [2] has the same form as [15], except that ys needs to be
n2p Å (2p / 1) ∑

p

sÅ0

∑
p

iÅs

∑
`

rÅ0

determined from the total amount of surface charges q . Integrating [18]
gives

1 (01) i/(10 j)p /222s( i / s)!(2i)!(p / i)!
( i 0 s)!(2i / 2s / 1)!( i!)2(p 0 i)!

a2m ,r,2s( jc 2) r . [13a]

*
1

0
S Ìy

ÌjDjÅjs

dh Å 0 eq

a(j 2
s 0 j)ekBT

å 0q *. [19]

The boundary condition at the solid surface depends on its nature. Two
types of surface are examined, with constant surface potential and constant
amount of surface charges. Substituting [15] into this expression, we obtain
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surface of constant potential. These figures reveal that the distance between
the equal-potential surface to the charged surface is inversely proportional
to the curvature of the latter. In other words, the thickness of the double
layer is position dependent. However, the greater the js , the smaller the
difference in the distance. This is expected, since as js increases, a spheroi-
dal surface approaches a spherical surface. Note that the equal-potential
surface is not equal to the j coordinate surface, the variation of potential
in the h direction cannot be omitted.

The variation in the potential over a nonconductive spheroidal surface is
presented in Fig. 2a. As can be seen from this figure, the surface potential
is inversely proportional to the curvature. Figure 2b shows the variation in
the surface charge density as a function of the position on a conductive
spheroidal surface. The charge density is proportional to the curvature of
the surface, as expected.

FIG. 1. Projection of equal-potential surfaces on the z–x plane for a
prolate spheroidal surface with js Å 1.03 and c 2 Å 2 (a) , and for an oblate
spheroidal surface with js Å 0.2 and c 2 Å 2 (b). The dashed lines are the
equal-js planes.

ys Å 0
q *

(`
mÅ0 A2m(((`

rÅ0 a2m ,r,0c 2r)R *2m(c , js) /R2m(c , js)) .
[20]

Substituting [15] into [18] yields the charge distribution on the surface as

s * Å 0∑
`

mÅ0

ysA2m

R *2m(c , js)S2m(c , h)

R2m(c , js)h *s
. [21]

FIG. 2. (a) Variation in the surface potential as a function of h for aThe definition of the perturbation parameter c reveals that it is the ratio
(focus/Debye length) . Since the expansions of Sn and Rn in [4] and [10] nonconductive spheroidal surface. Parameters used are js Å 1.03 and c 2 Å

2 for a prolate spheroid, and js Å 0.2 and c 2 Å 2 for an oblate spheroid.require that c is small, the present analysis is appropriate for a relatively
thick double layer and/or a small focus. The latter implies that a particle (b) Variation in the distribution of surface charges as a function of h for

a conductive spheroidal surface. Parameters used are js Å 1.03 and c 2 Åis close to a sphere.
Figure 1 shows the variation of the equal-potential surface for a spheroidal 2 for a prolate spheroid, and js Å 0.2 and c 2 Å 2 for an oblate spheroid.
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It is interesting to note that the distribution of charge density in Fig. 2b ACKNOWLEDGMENT
for an oblate spheroidal surface has an inflection point, which does not
exist for a prolate spheroid surface. This is also shown in the work of Yoon This work is supported by the National Science Council of the Republic
and Kim (5). of China.

If the state of an uncharged surface is chosen as the reference state, the
dimensionless Helmholtz free energy of the double layer Fe1 can be calcu-
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`

mÅ0

y 2
s

2
A2m
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`

mÅ0
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2
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R2m(c , js)
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2
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Note that both Fe1,p and Fe1,cc have a maximum at h Å 1 for prolate and
at h Å 0 for oblate, and Fe1,cn has a maximum at h Å 0 for prolate and at
h Å 1 for oblate. 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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